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TAKING THE PUNISHMENT OUT OF THE 
PROCESS: FROM SUBSTANTIVE CRIMINAL 
JUSTICE THROUGH PROCEDURAL JUSTICE 

TO RESTORATIVE JUSTICE 

BRENDA SIMS BLACKWELL* AND CLARK D. CUNNINGHAM** 

I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. “When Justice is a Crime”1 

On October 10, 2003, the daily legal newspaper for metropolitan Atlanta carried a 
front page story about twenty-four people arrested in September for alleged traffic 
violations.  They had spent anywhere from three to twelve days in jail without seeing 
a lawyer or receiving anything more than a perfunctory court appearance (in a jail-
house courtroom) where they were informed of the charges, bond amount and court 
date.2  Many were charged with minor violations that would normally result in only a 
fine; indeed, nine were pedestrians, not motorists, charged with such offenses as “Pe-
destrian Obstructing Traffic”3 or “Pedestrian in Road”4 (jaywalking) and “Pedestrian 
Soliciting a Ride”5 (hitchhiking).6  The newspaper reported that both the Chief Judge 

 

Copyright © 2004 by Brenda Sims Blackwell and Clark D. Cunningham 
 This Article is also available at http://www.law.duke.edu/journals/lcp. 
 *Assistant Professor, Dept. of Criminal Justice, Georgia State University.  Email: bblackwell@gsu.edu. 
 ** W. Lee Burge Professor of Law & Ethics, College of Law, Georgia State University.  Email: cdcun-
ningham@gsu.edu. 
 The authors thank Douglas Ammar, Ricks Anderson, John Pickens, and Julie Smith for their assistance 
and comments. Cunningham dedicates this article to the Honorable Avern Cohn in honor of his twenty-five 
years of service as a United States District Judge for the Eastern District of Michigan, which have demonstrated 
that “[o]ne of the basic principles, one of the glories, of the American system of justice is that the courthouse 
door is open to everyone—the humblest citizen, the indigent, the convicted felon, the illegal alien.” Mahaday v. 
Cason, 222 F. Supp. 2d 918, 920 (E.D. Mich. 2002) quoting NAACP v. Meese, 615 F. Supp. 200, 206 (D. D.C. 
1985).  See, e.g., Reilly v. Grayson, 157 F. Supp. 2d 762 (E.D. Mich. 2001); In re Jackson Lockdown/MCO 
Cases, 568 F. Supp. 869 (E.D. Mich. 1983); King v. Wells, 94 F.R.D. 675 (E.D. Mich.1982). 
 1. The authors borrow this title from an investigative reporting series published by the Atlanta Journal-
Constitution.  When JUSTICE is a CRIME: The 11th in a series on Georgia’s indigent defense system, Funding 
lawyers cheaper than jail time, ATLANTA J.-CONST., Mar. 21, 2002, at A19. 
 2. Rachel Tobin Ramos, GSU Law Prof Sparks Traffic Court Reform, Frees Inmates, FULTON COUNTY 
DAILY REP., Oct. 10, 2003, at 1.  The events reported in this newspaper article were prompted by a letter sent to 
the Chief Judge of the Atlanta Traffic Court by the Georgia Justice Project (see infra Part III) and co-signed by 
author Cunningham. Letter from the Georgia Justice Project to the Hon. Calvin Graves, (Oct.7, 2003) available 
at http://law.gsu.edu/ccunningham/BIO/TrafficCourtLtr01.pdf (last visited Sept. 9, 2004). 
 3. ATLANTA, GA., CODE OF ORDINANCE § 150-266 (2004). 
 4. GA. CODE ANN. § 40-6-96 (2004). 
 5. GA. CODE ANN. § 40-6-97 (2004). 
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of Atlanta’s Traffic Court and the chief prosecutor “agreed that none of the inmates 
should’ve been held for more than forty-eight hours without a probable cause hear-
ing”7 and that both “were aware of the problems.”8  Their explanation was that “[t]he 
city doesn’t have procedures for probable cause hearings . . . because it’s so expensive 
to have the police officers, a public defender and the solicitor at the jail to hold those 
hearings, especially in cases involving minor traffic violations.” 9 

Not only was the systematic failure of the Atlanta Traffic Court to conduct prob-
able cause hearings illegal,10 it is clear that these persons, jailed for minor traffic viola-
tions, received punishment far in excess of what they should have received even if 
they were found guilty as charged.  For them, to borrow from Malcolm M. Feeley’s 
trenchant book title, the process was the punishment.11 

B. “The Process is the Punishment!” 

The Process is the Punishment, Feeley’s award-winning study12 of the handling of 
cases in a lower criminal court, first published in 1979, was based on his close obser-
vation of the Court of Common Pleas in New Haven, Connecticut.  Feeley began with 
the perspective offered by Roscoe Pound in 1924, who identified such courts, which 
ultimately affect the largest mass of people, as generating suspicion of the legal sys-
tem.  Pound, as quoted by Feeley, attributed such suspicion as unsurprising given “the 
confusion, the want of decorum, the undignified offhand disposition of cases at high 
 

 6. Letter and attachments from Douglas Ammar, Executive Director, Georgia Justice Project, and Clark 
D. Cunningham to the following individuals: Shirley Franklin, Mayor, City of Atlanta; Calvin Graves, Chief 
Judge, City Court of Atlanta; Thomas Pocock, Chief, Atlanta Department of Corrections; Richard J. Penning-
ton, Chief, Atlanta Police Department; Linda K. DiSantis, City Attorney, City of Atlanta (Oct. 7, 2003) (on file 
with authors), available at http://law.gsu.edu/ccunningham/BIO/TrafficCourtLtr01.pdf  (last visited Nov. 7, 
2004). 
 7. The Fourth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution requires a prompt judicial determination of probable 
cause to arrest as a prerequisite to any extended pretrial detention following a warrantless arrest. County of Riv-
erside v. McLaughlin, 500 U.S. 44, 47 (1991). 
 8. Ramos, supra note 2, at 5. 
 9. Id.  It should be noted that the chief judge also informed the newspaper that he was immediately im-
plementing new procedures to make sure that no one arrested for a traffic violation was jailed more than forty-
eight hours without a probable cause hearing.  Id.   
 10. Over 10 years ago the U.S. Supreme Court held in County of Riverside v McLaughlin that the Fourth 
Amendment requires a probable cause hearing to be held “as soon as is reasonably feasible, but in no event later 
than forty-eight hours after arrest,” whenever someone is arrested without a warrant, as is always the case for 
traffic violations. 500 U.S. at 57.  The  practices of the Traffic Court also violated a Georgia statute dating back 
to the Civil War, which also required a hearing before a judicial officer within forty-eight hours of arrest with-
out a warrant or, in the event that such a hearing did not occur, that the individual be released (GA. CODE ANN. 
§ 17-4-62) (2004).  Furthermore, under Georgia law, failure to release a defendant within forty-eight hours con-
stitutes the tort of false imprisonment and may even be considered a crime. See Potter v. Swindle, 77 Ga. 419, 3 
S.E. 94 (1887). (“Though an arrest without warrant be justifiable, yet to detain the prisoner longer than a rea-
sonable time for suing out a warrant . . . is false imprisonment, if not kidnapping . . .”). 
 11. MALCOLM M. FEELEY, THE PROCESS IS THE PUNISHMENT: HANDLING CASES IN A LOWER CRIMINAL 
COURT (2nd ed. 1992). 
 12. Feeley received the American Bar Foundation’s Silver Gavel Award for THE PROCESS IS THE 
PUNISHMENT; the book was also awarded the American Sociology Association’s Citation of Merit.  See also 
Joseph R. Grumsfeld, Foreword to THE PROCESS IS THE PUNISHMENT: HANDLING CASES IN A LOWER 
CRIMINAL COURT (2nd ed. 1992), at xv (“Feeley’s 1979 study has already taken its place as one of the major 
studies of how laws are administered in the United States.”).  Feeley, a political scientist, is the Claire Sanders 
Clements Dean’s Chair Professor of Law at the University of California at Berkeley. 
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speed, [and] the frequent suggestion of something working behind the scenes, 
[that] . . . characterize the petty criminal court in almost all of our cities.”13 

Feeley found that Pound’s description of urban criminal courts was still accurate 
in New Haven fifty years later.14  Indeed, Feeley noted in 1992, in the book’s second 
edition, that while  the Court of Common Pleas was replaced by a “lower division” of 
a unified trial court, the underlying processes and attitudes remained the same.15 

Feeley’s key insight, captured by the book’s title, was that the experience of being 
arrested, incarcerated, and processed through pre-trial court procedures is the primary 
form of punishment administered by the lower criminal courts, rendering the ultimate 
adjudication and sentencing essentially irrelevant.  As Feeley described, becoming en-
gaged in the system itself generates a cost to these defendants not only directly, but 
indirectly as well. 

For every defendant sentenced to a jail term of any length, there are likely to be several oth-
ers who were released from jail only after and because they pleaded guilty.  For each dollar 
paid out in fines, a defendant is likely to have spent four or five dollars for a bondsman and 
an attorney.  For each dollar they lose in fines, working defendants likely lose several more 
from docked wages.  For every defendant who has lost his job because of a conviction, there 
are probably five more who have lost their jobs as a result of simply having missed work in 
order to appear in court. . . . When we view criminal sanctioning from this broader, func-
tional perspective, the locus of court-imposed sanctioning shifts dramatically away from ad-
judication, plea bargaining, and sentencing to the earlier pretrial stages.  In essence,  the 
process itself is the punishment.16 

The Atlanta Traffic Court story presented above clearly illustrates the injustices 
that may result when the process becomes the punishment.  First, substantive injus-
tices17 occur as a result of pre-trial incarceration, especially for minor offenses.  For 
example, in many such cases defendants may receive far greater punishment, based on 
incarceration length alone, than could be legally imposed if the defendant was ulti-
mately found guilty: their “time served” exceeds the jail time (if any) that could be 
correctly imposed under the applicable law.  Furthermore, because pre-trial punish-
ment falls equally on the innocent and guilty, innocent people inevitably are punished 
as if they are guilty.  Thus, what predicts the probability of punishment for many de-
fendants in the lower criminal courts is neither likelihood of guilt nor severity of of-
fense but simply degree of poverty: people who can afford neither a bond nor a zeal-
ous lawyer to advocate for their release do their time “up front.” 

 

 13. Feely, supra note 11, at 6 (quoting ROSCOE POUND, CRIMINAL JUSTICE IN AMERICA 190-91 (1975)). 
 14. Feely noted that “The very language used to describe the business of the lower courts reflects their low 
status.  Cases in lower courts are universally labeled as ‘garbage,’ ‘junk,’ ‘trash,’ ‘crap,’ ‘penny ante,’ and the 
like.  These words not only describe the way in which court officials come to think of their work, they also re-
veal how they think of the defendants before them, and, ultimately, themselves as well.”  FEELEY, supra note 
11, at 4-5. 
 15. Id. at xxi. 
 16. Id. at 30-31. 
 17. “Substantive criminal justice,” as used in the title of this article and throughout, describes the outcome 
of a criminal case in which the facts are correctly determined and the relevant law correctly applied to those 
facts.  Feeley uses the phrase “substantive justice” quite differently, to describe an attitude of the judges he 
studied which de-emphasized correct factual and legal determination of guilt in favor of a more discretionary 
“understanding about the defendant’s involvement in a troublesome situation in order to arrive at an appropriate 
disposition.” Id. at 283. 
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This punitive pre-trial process also can seriously distort the determination of guilt 
or innocence.  Not only are incarcerated defendants often told, “if you plead guilty 
you can go home today,” the consequences of a guilty plea are minimized.  Most 
lower criminal courts offer various forms of probation that imply the initial conviction 
will disappear if the defendant successfully completes the probation period, yet for 
many important purposes the conviction remains, permanently marking the defendant 
as a criminal. 

A process that punishes based primarily on an arresting officer’s discretionary de-
cision to arrest, combined with a defendant’s poverty, carries the real risk of condon-
ing substantive injustice.  Consider this scenario based on several cases observed by 
author Cunningham in a court serving a suburban county bordering a large city.  A 
busy public defender scanned a misdemeanor file containing a charge of assaulting a 
police officer.  According to the police report, when stopped by a white police officer 
for riding his bicycle improperly,  the defendant, a young black man, took a swing at 
the officer.  The defendant told his lawyer that he was stopped for no apparent reason 
and then maced by the officer when he did not immediately “take the position” and 
consent to being searched.  The arrest took place a week ago, but because a $10,000 
bond was set, the defendant sat in jail.  Noting that this was the defendant’s first ar-
rest, the prosecutor offered to accept the seven days already spent in jail as “time 
served” if the defendant would plead guilty.  The public defender advised the defen-
dant to take the “deal,” telling the defendant, “I may believe your story, but it’s going 
to be your word against the cop in front of what is likely to be an all-white jury—and 
you’re going to be sitting in jail for weeks waiting for your trial.”  The public defender 
believed that he gave the defendant sound, practical advice, but in the process the 
lawyer really taught his client two profoundly disturbing lessons: (1) that justice was 
not available to him because he is poor and black, and (2) that the next time a police 
officer stops him, he should submit quietly and “take the position.” 

One outcome of this lack of substantive as well as procedural justice, as suggested 
by Tom Tyler and Yuen Huo, is that the lack of procedural justice in the lower crimi-
nal courts may impair public safety by reducing voluntary compliance with law en-
forcement.  In 1998 Tyler and Huo conducted telephone interviews with 1,656 resi-
dents of Los Angeles and Oakland, California, who reported at least one recent 
personal experience with either police or courts in their community.18  Respondents 
were asked a series of questions about their experience, specifically focusing on the 
objective outcome,19 satisfaction,20 perceived trustworthiness of the police officer or 

 

 18. TOM R. TYLER & YUEN J. HUO, TRUST IN THE LAW: ENCOURAGING PUBLIC COOPERATION WITH THE 
POLICE AND THE COURTS 28 (2002). 
 19. Outcome questions inquired about how much was gained or lost, overall favorability, and how the out-
come compared to expectations and outcomes obtained by others similarly situated.  Id. at 38 (tbl.3.3). 
 20. Satisfaction measures included questions about whether the officer or judge “generally did a good job” 
and whether the respondent was “generally satisfied.” Id. at 44 (tbl.3.5). 
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judge,21 procedural justice,22 and willingness to voluntarily accept the decisions or di-
rectives of the officer or judge.23 

Their results “strongly support[ed]” the hypothesis that citizens willingly accept 
decisions of the police and the courts, even when those decisions are unfavorable to 
them, if they believe those authorities are using fair procedures and they trust the mo-
tives of the authorities.24  Furthermore, their findings indicated that “the favorability of 
the outcomes that legal authorities deliver is not central to the justice that people ex-
perience or the trust that they feel in the motives of the authorities.”25  Rather, the 
findings of this research were consistent with what Tyler and his colleagues have re-
ported for over two decades: “people’s assessment of procedural justice and motive-
based trust flow primarily from their evaluations of the quality of decisionmaking and 
the quality of treatment that is part of the process.”26 

Tyler and Huo separately analyzed responses from a sub-group considered by po-
lice and courts as at “high risk” for resisting authority, namely young men (eighteen to 
twenty-five years old) self-identified as either African-American or Hispanic.27  They 
found that this group considered procedural justice issues when making decisions 
about their actions.  Specifically, this research highlighted that respondents considered 
fairness of the processes utilized both by the police and the courts, as well as what 
they perceived to be the motives of the criminal justice actors they came into contact 
with.  Indeed, Tyler and Huo concluded that for this group of respondents, “procedural 
justice and motive-based trust are linked . . . primarily to the quality of the treatment 
they received when dealing with police officers and judges, although the quality of 
decisionmaking procedures also plays a secondary role.”28 

These findings further demonstrate the necessity of working to increase the le-
gitimacy of the legal process by increasing procedural justice.  A number of programs 
have been developed that have begun to facilitate this process. 

 

 21. In addition to asking whether the officer or judge was “someone that I trust,” Tyler and Huo inquired 
whether the authority considered the respondent’s views, tried hard “to do the right thing,” and cared about the 
respondent’s concerns.  Id. at 68. 
 22. Procedural justice was measured by asking how fair were the procedures used to make the decision and 
how fairly was the respondent treated.  Id. at 54 (tbl.4.1) 
 23. Willingness to comply with authority was measured with questions tapping whether the respondent 
willingly accepted the decision, would like to see a similar situation handled the same way in the future, or con-
sidered going to someone to change the decision.  Id. at 44 (tbl. 3.5). 
 24. Id. at 95. 
 25. Id. at 96. 
 26. Id. 
 27. “The population to which high-risk characteristics are attached is young (eighteen to twenty-five), 
male, and minority.  A small group in our sample, 123 respondents, fit these demographic characteristics.” Id. at 
157. The researchers add this caveat: “[The] study did not target this high-risk subgroup.  A telephone survey is 
likely to miss many high-risk respondents, and they are also more likely to refuse to be interviewed.  Hence, 
research directed at this group is needed to test the arguments made here.”  Id. at 159. 
 28. Id. at 159. 
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II 

PROGRAMS SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO MINIMIZE PRETRIAL INCARCERATION 

Pretrial incarceration is the most punitive form of procedural punishment imposed 
by the lower courts.  Specifically, its imposition primarily is caused by poverty, thus 
generating “punishment,” through confinement, on the basis of class rather than guilt.  
Furthermore, research indicates that pretrial detention can seriously distort the deter-
mination of guilt; those held in pretrial detention are significantly more likely to re-
ceive a guilty verdict than those who are released on bail or their own recognizance.29  
Scholars thus have identified the bail stage as a critical juncture in which program-
matic changes should be explored as a way of increasing procedural justice. 

As law professor Douglas Colbert has documented, the right to counsel is not con-
sistently, or even regularly, applied at the bail stage.30  As a result, pre-trial release 
hearings are often “perfunctory” and swift with the odds stacked against lower-class 
defendants, particularly when an unrepresented defendant enters a proceeding in 
which the prosecutor “is present and recommends bail.”31  The consequences should 
not be ignored, as the costs, both to defendant and society, are high.  Lower numbers 
of releases correlate with higher costs to taxpayers that result from full to overflowing 
jails.  The increased probability of continued detention that results from the lack of an 
attorney’s presence at bail proceedings has wide-ranging impacts.  Legally, the defen-
dant’s case is disadvantaged, as he or she cannot help the attorney from this point on 
with his case, and access to attorneys is, de facto, limited.  Furthermore, defendants’ 
lives are greatly affected, as they may lose jobs and homes, and family disruptions 
may be amplified.32 

This section briefly describes two quite different but impressively cost-effective 
programs: (1) the Baltimore City Lawyers at Bail Project, which tested the effects of 
adding free legal representation at the first court appearance, and (2) the San Francisco 
Misdemeanor Pre-trial Release program, which provided social services in the jail at 
the point of arrest. 

A. Baltimore: Lawyers at Bail Project 

The Lawyers at Bail Project was conceived by Douglas Colbert33 who, with his 
colleagues at the University of Maryland,34 set out to determine if having counsel at 

 

 29. See, e.g., BRIAN A. REAVES, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, STATE COURT PROCESSING STATISTICS: 
FELONY DEFENDANTS IN LARGE URBAN COUNTIES, 1998, Bureau of Justice NCJ 187232 (1998). 
 30. Douglas L. Colbert et al., Do Attorneys Really Matter? The Empirical and Legal Case For the Right of 
Counsel at Bail, 23 CARDOZO L. REV. 1719, 1723-24 (2002). 
 31. Id. at 1726. 
 32. See id. at 1720-21, 1735-36 (describing the impact on detainees). 
 33. Id. (providing an in-depth description of the Baltimore City Lawyers at Bail Project, which outlines the 
issues regarding counsel at bail and the impact of bail on case outcomes, as well as the project itself).  Further 
discussion and assessment of this project is in The Right of Counsel at Bail and Pretrial Reform, at  
http://www.law.umaryland.edu/facpages/dcolbert/asp/bail.asp (last visited Oct. 8, 2004), and The Pretrial Re-
lease Project, at http://www.abell.org/publications/detail.asp?ID=55 (last visited Oct. 8, 2004). 
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pretrial release hearings would increase the number of defendants charged with non-
violent crimes released on their own recognizance.  They posited that the presence of 
attorneys at bail hearings would increase both substantive and procedural justice, in-
creasing the likelihood that the punishment would “fit” the crime as well as reduce 
punishment inflicted on these defendants by the process itself.  An early experiment, 
conducted in Baltimore in the spring of 1998, involved twelve law students supervised 
by Colbert who represented non-violent misdemeanant clients—meeting with them 
both prior to and at the proceeding—and whose representation yielded either release 
on recognizance or reduced (and affordable) bond for seventy percent of those repre-
sented.35  What followed was the creation of the Lawyers at Bail Project (LABP). 

In August 1998, with funding support from the Abell Foundation,36 the Lawyers at 
Bail Project was launched with a staff of twenty panel attorneys and three paralegals.  
Using a randomized process, LABP lawyers were assigned to cases, and data (both 
current and follow-up) were collected not only on these clients, but also on a subset of 
other defendants that did not substantially differ from these clients on sociodemo-
graphic variables.  Findings confirmed that the presence of an attorney did have a 
positive impact on the probability that a client would be released, with the researchers 
noting that “lawyers’ advocacy led judges to release LABP clients on recognizance 
two and a half times more often, and to reduce bails for many others to affordable 
amounts.” 37  Hence, these defendants experienced an increased degree of substantive 
justice. 

Additionally, the presence of engaged attorneys for these proceedings seem to 
have produced a more procedurally just process for clients at the lower end of the so-
cioeconomic spectrum.  Analyses of interviews with represented clients and unrepre-
sented defendants, querying their satisfaction with the process and their belief that 
they were treated fairly, indicated that those with representation were more satisfied 
with both the process and the fairness of the process. 

B. Center on Juvenile and Criminal Justice in San Francisco 

The Center on Juvenile and Criminal Justice (CJCJ) is a private non-profit organi-
zation, headquartered in San Francisco, with a mission to reduce reliance on incarcera-
tion as a solution to social problems.38  The CJCJ jail services division works to re-
duce incarceration levels in San Francisco by providing safe and effective programs to 

 

 34. Colbert’s co-authors were two criminologists from the University of Maryland: Ray Paternoster and 
Shawn Bushway.  They conducted a randomized experiment and provided analytical expertise to help deter-
mine if the presence of lawyers at bail did make a difference. Colbert, supra note 30, at 1720-26, 1735-36. 
 35. Id. at 1736. 
 36. Id. at 1738-39. 
 37. ABELL FOUNDATION, THE PRETRIAL RELEASE PROJECT: A STUDY OF MARYLAND’S PRETRIAL 
RELEASE AND BAIL SYSTEM at http://www.abell.org/pubsitems/hhs_pretrial_9.01.pdf (last visited Sept. 9, 
2004). 
 38. See Center on Juvenile and Criminal Justice, From the Director, at 
http://www.cjcj.org/about/from_director.php (last visited Sept. 9, 2004). 
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persons facing imprisonment, two of which are centered around reducing the bail 
population in San Francisco by providing supervision for those released.39 

The Center’s first project, the Supervised Misdemeanor Release Program (SMRP), 
was initiated in 1987 and developed out of its partnership with the San Francisco 
Sheriff’s Department.  The goal was to provide an alternative to jail for misdemeanant 
defendants arrested on bench warrants because of a failure to appear in court, which 
would ultimately yield a reduction in the serious overcrowding problems faced by the 
jail.40  This program involved screening all pretrial misdemeanants in the jail popula-
tion, gathering additional information through interviews with those eligible for the 
program, and checking their references.  This process guided SMRP staff in making 
recommendations to the court regarding pretrial release.  If a client was granted re-
lease, the staff of the SMRP provided follow-up contacts, reminders of court dates and 
additional support until the case concluded.  Data provided by the CJCJ indicated that 
the program was successful.  In 1999, the organization reported that eighty-five per-
cent of those released on recommendation of SMRP made their court appearances.41  
These numbers essentially have remained steady over time.42 

One result of this process was the realization that a large number of defendants 
were unable to qualify for this program or citation release because they were home-
less.43  With this recognition, the “No Local [Address]” project was launched in 1991, 
with its aim of releasing with a “promise to appear” homeless misdemeanant defen-
dants who, had they not been homeless, would simply have received a citation or an 
infraction warrant.44  As with the SMRP, the success rate, measured in terms of ap-
pearance, was high; a compliance rate of seventy-six percent was reported over a six-
year period with over 1,700 persons released.45  Ultimately, the Sheriff’s Department 
amended its release criteria for such citations in 1997, leading to this program’s clos-
ing.46 

 

 39. See Center on Juvenile and Criminal Justice, San Francisco Jail Services, at 
http://www.cjcj.org/programs/jail_services.php (last visited Sept. 9, 2004). 
 40. ALISSA RIKER & URSULA A. CASTELLANO, COMMUNITY-BASED TREATMENT: THE IMPACT OF THE 
HOMELESS PRETRIAL RELEASE PROJECT 4 (2000) at http://www.cjcj.org/pubs/hrp/hrp.html (describing serious 
jail-overcrowding problems, with a 20-year-old consent degree directing the San Francisco Sheriff’s Depart-
ment “to decrease its jail population and improve confinement conditions”). 
 41. Id. 
 42. The CJCJ website reports that in 2001 the court return rate was 84%, with 828 clients released and su-
pervised.  See http://www.cjcj.org/programs/jail_services.php (last visited Sept. 9, 2004). 
 43. Alissa Riker & Ursula Castellano, The Homeless Pretrial Release Project: An Innovative Pretrial Re-
lease Option, 65 FED. PROBATION 9, 10 (2001) (“Though homeless persons arrested for new misdemeanor of-
fenses are regularly released on their promise to appear, those arrested on bench warrants were ineligible for 
SMRP because staff could not maintain contact with the defendants to remind them of court dates.”). 
 44. Id. at 10; Center on Juvenile and Criminal Justice, Jail Services for the Homeless, at 
http://www.cjcj.org/programs/jail_services.php#jsh (last visited Nov. 5, 2004). 
 45. Id. at 10. 
 46. The CJCJ credits the success of the “No Local” project as providing the basis for this change in policy.  
Center on Juvenile and Criminal Justice, Jail Services for the Homeless, at 
http://www.cjcj.org/programs/jail_services.php#jsh (last visited Nov. 5, 2004). 
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A second and more far-reaching program targeting homeless misdemeanant de-
fendants, the Homeless Release Project (HRP), was initiated in 199647 to assist those 
arrested on bench warrants with pretrial release.48  Based on a social work model and 
designed to both provide community supervision and to develop a “care plan” with the 
client to identify needs and to supply the client with pertinent community resources,49 
HRP went beyond simply serving as a pretrial release program to one that is much 
more social service centered.  This shift yielded a more well-rounded program that not 
only gathers greater information—such as descriptions of the defendant’s “existing 
relationships with community providers,” and “information on where the offender can 
be found in the community”50—to increase the likelihood of pretrial release, but also 
one that provided assistance to defendants in re-establishing their ties to the commu-
nity at large.  The latter effort was pursued upon release when HRP would assist de-
fendants in first finding temporary housing, followed by a care plan delineating short-
term and long-term goals, including mental and physical health and substance abuse 
treatments.  The HRP staff also would notify and accompany these clients to court ap-
pearances. 

It is important to point out that the services and plans developed for HRP clients 
were developed “in collaboration with the client,”51 thus involving the client in the 
process in a manner consistent with Tyler’s suggestion that defendants would interpret 
a process in which they had a “voice” as being more procedurally just.  Further, the 
addition of social services provides the basis for “restoring” the defendants, and, more 
importantly, segments of the homeless population, back to the community as a whole.  
Finally, by removing such clients from the criminal justice system, specifically the 
jails, this program ultimately provides a cost-effective way of dealing with misde-
meanant defendants. 

Programs such as those found in Baltimore and San Francisco do address issues of 
substantive justice—by alleviating the punitive nature of the pretrial criminal process, 
which is imposed without regard for whether the defendant is guilty or deserves incar-
ceration as punishment—and can increase procedural justice.  These programs are im-
portant and should be highly valued for addressing these issues.  However, the extent 
of these programs is limited.  Specifically, these programs focus on narrow aspects of 
the criminal justice process, bail procedures.  Hence, they fail to address inequities 
faced by disadvantaged individuals in other stages of the criminal justice process, 
which are in large part exacerbated by the social context of the accused. 

In contrast, the Georgia Justice Project (GJP), discussed later in this section, as-
sists defendants at every stage of the criminal justice system (including incarceration 

 

 47. Funding was provided by the United Way for the development and implementation of a four-year pilot 
program. 
 48. Riker & Castellano, supra note 43 at 10. 
 49. Id. The social work model employed by HRP is referenced as a Community-Based Treatment Model 
by Riker & Castellano in The Homeless Pretrial Release Project on page 10.  Under this model, the social 
worker is charged with assessment of the client’s needs, development of a resource attainment plan, and follow-
up with the client. 
 50. Id. at 2. 
 51. Riker & Castellano, supra note 40, at 6. 
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and post-release entry into society) and also combines a wide variety of legal advo-
cacy and social services to enable defendants to rebuild all aspects of their lives.  This 
program not only demonstrates remarkable commitment to providing substantive and 
procedural justice for its clients, but also moves into the realm of restorative justice by 
combining both social services and legal aid.  Indeed, while this program was born out 
of a passion for substantive justice and remains dedicated to procedural justice, it has 
evolved over its seventeen-year history into a remarkable example of a new form of 
restorative justice. 

III 

RESTORATIVE JUSTICE AND THE GEORGIA JUSTICE PROJECT 

A. Restorative Justice 

At the heart of the increasingly influential restorative justice movement52 is the de-
sire to heal.  This movement developed initially from experiments in Ontario, Canada, 
and Indianapolis, Indiana, in the 1970s that drew from and applied Mennonite peace-
making principles and Native American practices to burglary and other property 
crimes.53  A crime was viewed as a breach in the social fabric that required restoration.  
Conventional prosecution and punishment of the criminal was inadequate to repair 
this breach, particularly because the harms experienced by both the victim and the 
community were not healed simply by punishment of the offender.  One set of ex-
periments brought the victim and offender together for an intimate encounter mediated 
by a third person in which the offender admitted his or her wrongdoing and came to 
understand the harm caused to the victim while the victim learned about what led the 
offender to commit the crime.  If the victim and offender had a pre-existing relation-
ship, this encounter was intended to promote the restoration of that relationship; if 
they were previously strangers, the encounter was still intended to heal the social fab-
ric by reducing the fear, anger, and alienation both victim and offender were likely to 
feel as a result of the crime.  A related experiment expanded this encounter to include 
other persons directly or indirectly affected by the crime into a “sentencing circle” that 
deliberated, often for many hours, seeking to reach a consensus about what the of-
fender should do to repair the harm he or she had caused. 

Restorative justice has become a global movement, with applications in highly 
varied settings.  Because restorative justice began and has developed as a set of prac-
tices and principles rather than as a conceptual theory, its leading proponents have 
been reluctant to promulgate a single unifying definition.54  However, the literature in 

 

 52. Allison Morris, Critiquing the Critics: A Brief Response to Critics of Restorative Justice, 42 THE BRIT. 
J. OF CRIMINOLOGY at 596, 598 (2002) (noting that a resurgence of restorative justice in practice occurred in-
ternationally during the 1990s). 
 53. HOWARD ZEHR, THE LITTLE BOOK OF RESTORATIVE JUSTICE 4, 11 (2002). 
 54. Perhaps the most expansive definition of restorative justice has been offered by Howard Zehr: “Re-
storative justice is a process to involve, to the extent possible, those who have a stake in a specific offense and 
to collectively identify and address harms, needs, and obligations, in order to heal and put things as right as pos-
sible.” Id. at 37.  Zehr’s book, CHANGING LENSES: A NEW FOCUS FOR CRIME AND JUSTICE (1990), is a seminal 
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the field consistently speaks in terms of “victims” and “offenders,” terms that assume 
both that a crime has been committed and that the criminal—the “offender”—has been 
conclusively identified.  This terminology thus has excluded from the potential scope 
of restorative justice at least three categories of criminal defendants: (1) clearly inno-
cent defendants who still need healing from the harm caused by accusation, arrest, in-
carceration and pretrial court procedures; (2) defendants whose legal guilt may be un-
certain or unprovable and who may nonetheless recognize that their own bad decisions 
contributed to the situation leading to arrest;55 and (3) defendants who are prosecuted 
not in response to a complaint by an individual victim but rather by a regulatory state 
(e.g. traffic offenses, drug possession, providing a false name to a police officer, pros-
titution, gambling, bootlegging). 

Even if the victim is identifiable and the defendant accepts the “offender” designa-
tion in order to participate in conventional restorative justice practices, most defen-
dants need restoration to a different or larger community than one defined as those 
harmed by the crime.  Arrest and incarceration is itself a radical separation from any 
kind of community other than that of other prisoners and is often likely to sever a low-
income person’s ties to employment and housing.  Defendants may emerge from jail 
not only homeless and unemployed but also to find that their families have shunned 
them and their children have been placed in foster care.  Of course many defendants 
may have already lost connection with any kind of healthy or supportive community 
before they were arrested.56 

The apparent requirement that a defendant be found an “offender,” either through 
confession or adjudication, also tends to exclude (or at least alienate) a key player in 
the criminal justice system, the defense attorney.  The defense lawyer is likely the 
only person the defendant can speak to freely without risking criminal liability and is 
the most competent person to help the defendant navigate the criminal justice system.  
But if the defendant has not yet been adjudicated guilty, the defense lawyer is under-
standably reluctant for his or client to enter into an encounter that requires admission 
of guilt without knowing in advance the likely sentencing consequences (or the likeli-
hood of a dismissal or acquittal if the presumption of innocence is maintained). Fur-
ther, the culture of criminal defense practice often discourages conversation between 

 

work in the field, and he is often described as the “grandfather” of the restorative justice movement.  Id. at 74. 
He is co-director of the Conflict Transformation Program at Eastern Mennonite University. Id. 
 55. See, for example, the story of one GJP client, “Lynn,” who was charged with murder. Lynn, a teenaged 
girl, was present when her cousin’s boyfriend shot and killed a man who had previously insulted Lynn and her 
cousin. Lynn ultimately pled guilty to conspiracy to commit aggravated assault and was sentenced to four 
months of incarceration and five years of probation. During the pretrial period Lynn wrote a letter of sympathy 
to the victim’s family and after sentencing she and her mother met with the victim’s father. Douglas B. Ammar, 
Forgiveness and the Law – A Redemptive Opportunity, 27 Fordham Urb. L.J. 1583, 1583-84. 
 56. The story of Ricks Anderson is a powerful example.  See infra notes 87-89 and accompanying text. 
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lawyer and client about either legal guilt or moral culpability.57  And if the defendant 
has been found guilty, many defense lawyers consider their job to be concluded.58 

Both because the restorative justice movement offers an appealing new vision for 
criminal justice and because its practice is becoming widespread, many scholars are 
now engaging in constructive critique and suggesting reconceptualization.  While it 
appears that a pure conceptualization of restorative justice envisions elimination of the 
traditional justice system,59 problems with the viability of this, in practice, are numer-
ous, including issues regarding due process,60 ethnic or racial disparity in outcome,61 
and further victimization of the victim through continued contact with the offender.62  
Another critical question is the role and meaning of “community.”  Andrew Ashworth 
has noted that one difficulty in including the community into a restorative justice pol-
icy model is the lack of a clear definition of “community.”63  He argued that a geo-
graphic depiction of community is insufficient given the complexity of our society and 
suggested that a better conceptualization would be those involved in the offense.64  In-
deed, it is likely that the most successful program, as described by Ashworth,65 is one 
that can exist in today’s political setting, that maintains the traditional justice system, 
and that utilizes a conceptualization of community that involves those who work in 
the justice system. 

As a result of these inquiries, a number of scholars have noted that perhaps the 
concept of community should be broadened, particularly as restorative justice must, at 
the moment, co-exist alongside the traditional justice system.66 

 

 57. Douglas Ammar & Tosha Downey, Transformative Criminal Defense Practice: Truth, Love and Indi-
vidual Rights – the Innovative Approach of the Georgia Justice Project, 31 FORDHAM URB. L. J. 49, 59-62 
(2003). 
 58. “To my knowledge, there has been no consideration of the role that the criminal defense attorney might 
play. . . . Today, restorative justice processes generally do not begin until after the criminal trial is over and the 
defense attorney is out of the picture.” Robert F. Cochran, Jr., The Criminal Defense Attorney: Roadblock or 
Bridge to Restorative Justice, 14 J. L. & RELIGION 211, 213 (1999-2000). 
 59. Andrew Ashworth, Responsibilities, Rights and Restorative Justice, 42 BRIT. J. CRIMINOLOGY 578 
(2002); see also Kathleen Daly & Russ Immarigeon, The Past, Present, and Future of Restorative Justice: 
Some Critical Reflections, 1 CONTEMP. JUST. REV. 21, 30 (1998) (noting that restorative justice “sets itself 
against traditional justice practices”). 
 60. Ashworth, supra  note 59, at 578. 
 61. Id. at 580-82. 
 62. As Ashworth notes, the possibility of such secondary victimization is only beginning to be explored.  
Id. 
 63. Id. at 578. 
 64. Id. at 582. 
 65. Ashworth has highlighted the role of the offender in the restorative justice framework, noting in par-
ticular the link between the offender and the actors in the criminal justice system:  “[T]he closer the adjudica-
tors and enforcers are to the offender, the more likely they are to be effective in bringing about the desired 
changes in behaviour (partly, perhaps, because their legitimacy is more likely to impress itself on the of-
fender).”  Id. at 582, et seq. 
 66. James Bonta et al., An Outcome Evaluation of a Restorative Justice Alternative to Incarceration, 5 
CONTEMPORARY JUST. REV. 319, 333 (2002) (determining that the program they have evaluated, which focuses 
on offenders, “should encourage those who see restorative justice as offering a viable alternative or adjunct to 
traditional criminal justice”) (emphasis added); see Lode Walgrave & Ivo Aertsen, Reintegrative Shaming and 
Restorative Justice: Interchangeable, Complementary, or Different?, 4 EUROPEAN JOURNAL ON CRIMINAL 
POLICY & RESEARCH 67 (asserting that restorative justice can be reflected in a wide range of programs); see, 
e.g., Daly & Immarigeon, supra note 59, at 30, 31, 37. 
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B. The Georgia Justice Project67 

This section offers an extended case study of an innovative non-profit organiza-
tion in Atlanta, the Georgia Justice Project (GJP), that is having notable success in re-
storing defendants to the community by integrating restorative justice principles into 
the setting of a criminal defense practice.  Like any conscientious defense attorney, 
GJP lawyers strive for substantive justice—vindication of the wrongfully accused and, 
for those found guilty, a sentence that is fair and appropriate.  However, they also re-
sist the procedural injustice of the criminal courts, working hard to keep defendants 
out of jail while the case is pending and affirming at every step the dignity and worth 
of their clients.  Over time the organization’s commitment to substantive and proce-
dural justice and to developing personal relationships with its clients has caused it to 
evolve into a complex organization that defies simple description.  The GJP describes 
itself as “an unlikely mix of lawyers, social workers, and a landscaping company.”68  
The organization explains its mission in the following words: “When a poor person is 
accused of a crime, most of society sees this as an end.  Georgia Justice Project sees it 
as a beginning. . . . GJP defends people accused of crimes and, win or lose, stands 
with our clients while they rebuild their lives.”69 

The GJP undertakes this ambitious mission by first creating a more procedurally 
just process: its defense lawyers involve the client in the case to an unusual degree, for 
example by promoting procedural justice at least in the lawyer-client relationship even 
though they have limited control over how other agents in the criminal justice treat 
their clients.70  In other words, GJP is a program that is engaged in “restoring” defen-
dants by increasing procedural fairness within traditional justice processing.  Second, 
and perhaps more importantly, GJP creates a kind of new, temporary “community” in 
which the success of the defendant, not only in the legal case but also in the life 
changes they engage in, is supported.71 

The following story told by Douglas Ammar, the executive director of the GJP, is 
a powerful example of how a person charged with a crime has been restored in almost 
every imaginable meaning of the word. 

Ben72 was married last month.  Most of the GJP staff was there.  We have worked with Ben 
for over ten years.  Five years in prison and five years out of prison.  He was imprisoned after 

 

 67. Unless otherwise indicated, the information in this section is based on Cunningham’s Interview with 
Douglas Ammar, Executive Director, Georgia Justice Project (Nov. 14, 2003). 
 68. See Georgia Justice Project, About the Georgia Justice Project, at http://www.gjp.org/about.html (last 
visited Sept. 9, 2004). 
 69. Id. 
 70. In The Past, Present, and Future, Daly and Immarigeon noted that one difficulty of restorative justice 
is the question of “restoring the injured parties.”  They questioned whether “priority [is] given to offenders or to 
victims with respect to fairness?” Daly & Immarigeon, supra note 59, at 37. 
 71. Paul McCold & Benjamin Wachtel argue in Community is Not a Place: A New Look at Community 
Justice Initiatives, that within the restorative justice framework, “it is important for community justice to en-
courage and create community, as a perception of connectedness to an individual or group in its efforts to re-
spond to and prevent crime.  The microcommunities created by incidents of crime are a useful framework for 
action.”  Paul McCold & Benjamin Wachtel, Community is Not a Place: A New Look at Community Justice Ini-
tiatives, 1 CONTEMP. JUST. REV. 71, 81 (1998). This is consistent with Ashworth’s position that different actors 
in the criminal justice process are important “community” elements.  Ashworth, supra note 59, at 582-84. 
 72. “Ben” is a pseudonym provided by Ammar to protect the confidentiality of the actual client. 
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being convicted of armed robbery.  He was sixteen[ ]years old and, quite unfortunately, he 
grew up in prison.  We were with him throughout his case.  We visited him during his man-
datory five-year term in prison.  He started working for GJP’s in-house business (New Hori-
zon Landscaping) within a week of being released from prison. . . .  At his wedding, ten years 
after interviewing a scared kid in jail, I feel nothing but pride.  He is marrying the mother of 
his children and he is in the best place I have seen him in years.  He successfully went 
through a drug treatment program.  He enrolled in a local community college.  And he has 
been a dependable part of our landscaping company. . . .  As Ben’s grandfather performed the 
ceremony and about one hundred or so friends and family gathered around, I saw a commu-
nity.  I saw the lines blur between lawyer and client, employee and employer.  Client turned 
counselor turned supervisor turned friend.  I saw the breaking of old and the formation of 
community.  It is this vision of community that keeps me going.  After almost fourteen years 
of doing this work, Ben’s wedding provided a glimpse—a confirmation, really—of our 
goal.73 

Although GJP has, since its inception, had as its core activity providing free legal 
representation to indigent defendants in the Atlanta metropolitan area, it operates in a 
way very different from conventional public defender programs.  As Ammar explains: 

At the GJP, the attorney-client relationship is only the beginning of the relationship, not the 
end.  It does not define the boundary of our relationship.  In the realm of criminal defense and 
legal ethics, many assert that such amorphous boundaries cause problems in the attorney-
client relationship and are beyond the scope of professionalism.  We have found the opposite 
to be true.  More permeable boundaries allow our clients to trust us more and begin to see us 
as true advocates.74 

Ammar insists that “[b]eing relationship driven is the most unique and powerful 
aspect of the GJP’s practice.  At the GJP, we seek long-lasting, redemptive relation-
ships with our clients.  Attorneys and other staff delve deep into clients’ lives to better 
understand their legal, social, emotional, and mental health background.”75  The “jus-
tice” in the middle of the organization’s name is not just the substantive justice of a 
correct adjudication of a criminal charge.  Indeed, it even goes beyond the procedural 
justice of a fair criminal proceeding.  Ammar has reached out and adapted another de-
scription of justice to explain their work—restorative justice: “[I]t is the status of the 
relationships (attorney-client, client-victim, client-community) that creates the oppor-
tunity for restoration—restoration for defendants, victims, and the community.  For 
restoration to be possible in the criminal justice system, the centrality of “relationship” 
is vital.76 
 
C. The History of the Georgia Justice Project 

To understand the current practices of GJP, particularly if there is to be an effort at 
replication, the history of the organization must be recounted.  It is within this histori-
cal context that the elements of substantive, procedural, and restorative justice can be 
teased out.  The Georgia Justice Project did not originally develop out of any grand 
theoretical underpinnings, nor was it purposively guided by restorative justice tenets 
in its beginnings.  Rather, the project developed and evolved organically, such that all 

 

 73. See, e.g., Ammar & Downey, supra note 57, at 49-50. 
 74. Id. at 56. 
 75. Id. at 55. 
 76. Id. at 56. 
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the players greatly affected the agency’s function.  It is thus revealing to retrace the 
steps of those who have been particularly influential in the project’s evolution, as it is 
only through such an account that the importance of listening and responding to the 
defendants themselves becomes clear. 

In the eighteen years since its founding in 1986, the Georgia Justice Project has 
grown from a one-person operation operating out of a house into a nationally known 
organization with eight full-time employees (including three attorneys and two social 
workers), as well as two part-time counselors, a landscaping crew, and, at almost all 
times, a large contingent of student interns from a variety of disciplines. 

The organization began as the initiative of a single attorney, John Pickens.  While 
still a partner in one of Atlanta leading business litigation law firms, Pickens had vol-
unteered for several years at a homeless night shelter operated by a church near down-
town Atlanta.  As homeless people at the shelter learned he was a lawyer, they began 
calling him from local jails and asking for legal advice and representation.  As a re-
sult, Pickens started going to Atlanta’s various criminal courts, first as an observer: 

Before I became actively involved in the criminal justice system, I went to the courts to ob-
serve what was happening.  From the outside, things felt rushed—hectic—somewhat con-
fused by the speed of persons passing through the courts.  Something wasn’t right.  It seemed 
like people were being expedited.  That feeling of years ago has now been confirmed—
expedited justice is no justice at all.77 

Pickens then moved from observation to doing volunteer criminal defense work 
for the homeless.  That experience led him on a pilgrimage that began when he left the 
law firm in 1981 to open a store-front law office in a poor section near downtown At-
lanta in order to be accessible to low-income and indigent clients.  Over the next five 
years Pickens continued both his volunteer work with the homeless shelter and his le-
gal practice with the indigent.  Pickens came to feel even more intensely that the con-
ventional model for indigent legal representation was inadequate to meet the myriad 
legal and social needs of indigent criminal defendants.  As a result, in April 1986, he 
left private practice entirely to found a non-profit organization that was initially called 
“The Atlanta Criminal Defense and Justice Project.”78  In the first of what became a 
series of regular newsletters to friends and supporters, Pickens explained his decision: 

I have come to believe that it is important to look at the way justice is dispensed in our crimi-
nal courts from a faith perspective, and not from just a worldly view, because a faith perspec-
tive brings into the system a sensitivity that fosters compassion, reconciliation, understand-
ing, truth, relatedness and an end to oppression.  Such sensitivity gives balance to a system so 
prone and subject to harshness, disrespect, punishment and closed-mindedness.   

 From such a faith perspective, ‘criminals’ become human again, no better or worse than 
ourselves; the poverty, racism and physical and psychological abuses suffered by many be-
come understandable circumstances of the crime, not just intolerable excuses; fear is trans-
formed into caring; forgiveness overrides desires for revenge; and hope for positive, life-

 

 77. John Pickens, Counselor, You’re Wasting Our Time, in MATTERS OF JUSTICE (The Atlanta Criminal 
Defense and Justice Project (now Georgia Justice Project), Atlanta, Ga.), Oct. 30, 1986, at 1 (on file with the 
authors). 
 78. The organization was renamed “The Georgia Justice Project” in 1993. 
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giving change replaces apathy and disinterest.  Viewed through such eyes of faith, much of 
what the world calls justice is exposed as injustice and cries out for transformation.79 

Pickens described the work of this organization as a “ministry,”80 and, in its early 
years, the organization was affiliated as a “ministry with Family Consultation Ser-
vice,” a Christian community development organization.81  From 1986-1988 the or-
ganization operated out of Pickens’s home.  Douglas Ammar, who later succeeded 
Pickens as executive director, worked with Pickens as a volunteer during the summer 
of 1986, before Ammar started law school.82  In the fall of 1988, Pickens arranged for 
the Mennonite Central Committee (MCC) to place Gray Fitzgerald, a minister and 
counselor by training, with GJP for a two-year volunteer term,83 primarily to work 
with persons in prison or recently released from prison.  Apart from these two volun-
teers, Pickens was the organization’s sole staff person—and the only person providing 
legal services—during its first four years. 

A five-year grant from the Public Welfare Foundation84 combined with small do-
nations, primarily from individual lawyers who knew Pickens, enabled Pickens to 
move the organization out of his home into a small store-front location at 458 Edge-
wood Avenue in 1988, sharing space with a non-profit restaurant that provided meals 
to the homeless.  This location was near downtown and in the heart of the Martin Lu-
ther King, Jr. National Historic Site.85  Pickens explained his choice of location as fol-
lows: 

For a number of years, I have felt it important to have an office in the Edgewood-Auburn 
Avenue area. . . . [M]any of my clients frequent and live there.  In ministry, I have come to 
believe that where you do your work (i.e. where you place your body) is just about as impor-
tant as what you actually do.  This is especially true when working with the poor and margin-
alized.86 

 

 79. John Pickens, Justice Through the Eyes of Faith, in MATTERS OF JUSTICE (The Atlanta Criminal De-
fense and Justice Project (now Georgia Justice Project), Atlanta, GA.), Aug. 29, 1986, at 1 (on file with au-
thors). 
 80. Id. 
 81. http://www.fcsministries.org/fcsum/about.htm (last visited Sept. 9, 2004). Although GJP currently re-
ceives some funding and volunteer support from churches and other religious organizations, the organization 
does not currently describe itself in the same kind of religious terms as were used during its early years under 
Pickens’ leadership. 
 82. Ammar graduated from Davidson College in 1984 and worked in Atlanta during 1985 with FCS Urban 
Ministries.  In Fall 1986 he began law school at Washington & Lee University. 
 83. Long-term service volunteers do not receive a salary but are paid a modest monthly stipend and full 
living expenses by the MCC. See http://www.mennonitecc.ca/servicetree/faq4_frame.html (last visited Sept. 9, 
2004). 
 84. The Public Welfare Foundation is a non-governmental grant-making organization located in Washing-
ton, D.C., which supports organizations that provide services to disadvantaged populations and work for lasting 
improvements in the delivery of services that meet basic human needs. See 
http://www.publicwelfare.org/about/about.asp (last visited Sept. 9, 2004). The Foundation’s five-year grant ran 
from 1987-92 and provided about $15,000 per year to the organization. 
 85. Around the corner from the new office, and on the same block, were Dr. King’s grave, the Martin Lu-
ther King Jr. Center for Nonviolent Social Change, and Ebeneezer Baptist Church where Dr. King’s grandfa-
ther, father, and Dr. King himself served as pastors. 
 86. John Pickens, New Beginning at Year’s End – Year-End Funding Request, in MATTERS OF JUSTICE 
(Georgia Justice Project, Atlanta, Ga.), Dec. 1, 1987, at 1 (on file with authors). 
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In 1990 Ammar returned as the organization’s second lawyer and paid staff mem-
ber.  The following year the organization took a significant turn when it hired as its 
third staff member Ricks Anderson.  Although Anderson had earned a law degree in 
1977, by 1990 he had spent over eight years living in the street—due to a drug habit 
that started soon after law school.  When his father died in 1981 Anderson put his 
mother in a nursing home, squandered his parents’ life savings to buy drugs, and 
abandoned his wife and five children in Chicago to adopt “the lifestyle of a nomad.”87  
Pickens represented Anderson several times between 1987 and 1989 on theft and bur-
glary charges.  When Anderson first became a client, the organization not only repre-
sented him in court, but also found him a place to live, money for food, and a job after 
he got out of jail.  But Anderson reverted to his old ways.  It was not until 1990 that 
Anderson finally succeeded in conquering his addiction.88 

Although initially hired to assist Pickens and Ammar as a paralegal, Anderson’s 
personal experience motivated him enter into intense counseling relationships with 
clients that paralleled the legal representation the lawyers were providing.  Ammar 
credits Anderson as the main initiator of two of the most innovative aspects of the GJP 
program.  It was Anderson who successfully urged that the zealous legal advocacy be-
ing provided for free by the lawyers be used explicitly as an incentive for clients to 
begin making profound changes in their personal lives—a strategy that eventually 
evolved into the multi-stage agreement that clients make with GJP as a condition of 
receiving services. 

The client counseling informally initiated by Anderson89 became an explicit com-
ponent of GJP’s structure in 1992 when a recently graduated seminarian, Kevin Wil-
kinson, was hired to provide social services.  Although Wilkinson was not, like 
Anderson, a former client, he also had deep personal connections to the kinds of prob-
lems experienced by GJP clients.90  Wilkinson’s hiring coincided with the phasing out 
of the MCC volunteer program,91 and apparently his initial job description, like the 
work of the MCC volunteers, focused on prison visitation and post-release support. 92  
However, as indicated in a newsletter published the month he was hired, Wilkinson, 

 

 87. Shirley L. Smith, Addict Exchanges Desperate Lifestyle for Hope and a Chance to Help Others, 
ATLANTA J.-CONST., Aug. 8, 1993, at D8. 
 88. Id. 
 89. During his first period of employment with GJP, from 1991-93, Anderson started work on becoming a 
Certified Addiction Counselor, receiving his certification after leaving in 1993 for employment with Welcome 
House, an Atlanta social service agency which provided housing and support to the working poor. 
 90. Wilkinson, a former professional football player turned successful businessman, had decided to enter 
the ministry following the intersection of two events. First his great aunt, to whom he was very close, was as-
saulted and raped by a homeless man addicted to crack cocaine. Then, just a few weeks after this crime, Wilkin-
son’s brother came to him, admitting that he was addicted to crack and near the point of suicide. After getting 
his brother through a drug treatment program, Wilkinson moved to Atlanta to attend seminary, where he fo-
cused on inner-city ministry to the homeless and addicted. 
 91. Fitzgerald had been replaced by Bob Jones, who served as an MCC volunteer until 1992. 
 92. Douglas Ammar et al., Introducing Kevin Wilkinson: Prison Visitation – Post Release Support, in 
MATTERS OF JUSTICE (Georgia Justice Project, Atlanta, Ga.), Oct. 15, 1992, at 1 (on file with authors). 
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like Anderson, immediately became intimately involved with clients during their pre-
trial representation. 93 

Through the combined efforts of Ricks Anderson, Pickens, and a GJP Board 
member, the organization began to think about starting its own business to provide job 
training and employment for its clients released from prison.  At that time, Fred Fran-
cis, another former client, had been volunteering with GJP and going through a small 
business entrepreneurial program at the same time.  Francis was asked by GJP to de-
velop a business plan for starting a business in which GJP could offer job training and 
actual paid employment to its clients.  Francis’s work and planning led to the devel-
opment of a landscaping business, which in time became renamed as New Horizon 
Landscaping and operated as a part of GJP.  Francis was its first director for several 
years and worked hand-in-hand in the field with the landscaping crew.  During his 
time as director, Francis had a substantial impact mentoring GJP’s clients who were 
part of his landscaping crews.94 

Although GJP’s hiring of former clients was motivated in large part by a desire to 
help those individuals rebuild their own lives, their insights and increasing leadership 
were a significant force that led to the transformation of the organization into its cur-
rent unique form.  GJP’s founder, John Pickens, originally saw the work of substan-
tive and procedural justice as the task of the lawyers in the phases leading up to case 
resolution and the work of restorative justice primarily as the work of the non-lawyers 
in the post-resolution period in the form of jail visitation and post-release housing, 
employment, and counseling.95  Although both lawyers (Pickens and Ammar) regu-
larly performed legal and non-legal tasks (such as prison visitation and post-release 
rehabilitation), there was still a distinction between the “legal work” and the “social 
work,” as indicated by the organization’s referring to the positions and work by its 
non-lawyer staff members as “paralegal,” “receptionist,”  “prison visitation,” and 
“post-release support.”  However, as former clients became co-workers and col-
leagues, a new kind of community was formed—the kind described by Ammar in 
“Ben’s Wedding”—in which the lines between legal representation and social work 
blurred and many different approaches to working with criminal defendants blended. 

The 1993-1995 period marked the transition to a new generation of leadership on 
the GJP staff.  Anderson took a new job in 1993, Pickens resigned as executive direc-
tor at the end of 1994,96 and Wilkinson left in 1995.  Ammar took over as executive 

 

 93. “Several of our clients in the community relate almost exclusively to Kevin, and we are in closer 
community with all our people because of Kevin’s efforts. . . . Kevin and two of our former clients are co-
leading our Friday night support meetings for our clients living in the community.  Additionally, the three of 
them are planning other ways that we can be of service to our clients.” Id. 
 94. At this point three of  GJP’s five employees were African-American: Anderson, Wilkinson, and Fran-
cis.  Another former client, an African-American woman, joined the staff in 1993 as its first full-time reception-
ist. 
 95. Telephone interview with John Pickens (June 7, 2004).  (Pickens did not use the specific terms proce-
dural justice and  restorative justice to describe the organization’s work in its early years.) 
 96. Pickens is now the executive director of the Alabama office of the Appleseed Foundation. 
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director effective January 1, 1995.  Much of GJP’s growth over the next two years 
was attributed to student interns and other volunteers.97 

In August 1996 David Rocchio joined GJP as a full-time volunteer under the Jes-
uit Volunteer Corps (JVC)98 program; his major responsibility was coordination of the 
Emory student volunteers.  Hired to succeed Francis as director of the landscaping op-
eration in 1997, Rocchio was replaced by another JVC volunteer; a JVC volunteer has 
continued to be on staff from then to the present.  (Rocchio is now director of devel-
opment at GJP.)  In 1998 Anderson’s daughter, Kenya Anderson—who had just com-
pleted a degree in criminal justice—was hired part-time to implement her father’s 
original vision for a comprehensive social service component to GJP’s work.  Her 
work led to a grant from the Woodruff Foundation in 1999 that enabled GJP to hire 
Julie Smith as Director of Social Services.99  Also in 1999 GJP added a second, per-
manent staff attorney position,100 hiring Deborah Poole, who also has a master’s de-
gree in counseling and had previously served as director of human services for Fulton 
County (the urban county where Atlanta is located).  GJP added a third attorney posi-
tion in August 2001, hiring Amy Vosburg, a former summer intern who had earned 
both an M.S.W. and a law degree.101  Ricks Anderson also rejoined the GJP staff in 
September 2002 as a part-time drug counselor; and another former client, Faheem 
Martin, was hired as a part-time youth counselor at the same time. 

During its growth GJP moved three times, yet remained within a one-block radius 
of its initial location.  In February 2002 it moved into its present location at 438 
Edgewood—a renovated gas station that includes both a spacious kitchen for GJP’s 
frequent feasts with clients and their families and a bay for the trucks and other 
equipment of the landscaping operation.  The new office is within 100 feet of Dr. 
King’s grave. 

D. Current Practice at the Georgia Justice Project 

1. Selection Criteria 
Because of its status as a private, non-profit organization, GJP, in contrast to pub-

lic defender systems, has complete discretion in choosing the clients it will repre-

 

 97. Juliet Zelkowitz worked as a full-time lawyer volunteer from May-December 1995, nine law students 
interned during the summer of 1995, and students from the Candler School of Theology at Emory University 
began providing social services in Fall 1995. 
 98. JVC is the largest Catholic lay volunteer program in the country.  See Jesuit Volunteer Corps, Who JVs 
are, at http://www.jesuitvolunteercorps.org/whojvsare.html (last visited Sept. 9, 2004). JVC pays for the volun-
teer’s transportation to and from the agency site and provides a small monthly stipend; the host agency pays the 
volunteer’s living expenses. Volunteers typically serve for one year. 
 99. Smith has a Ph.D. in Education from New Orleans Theological Seminary as well as an M.S.W. from 
the University of South Carolina. 
 100. Zelkowitz had become a full-time employee in January 1996, working both as a lawyer and fund 
raiser.  She left in May 1998; except for a short-term employee later that year, the second lawyer’s position re-
mained empty until Poole was hired in March 1999. 
 101. Vosburg had also worked as a JVC volunteer, but in Micronesia, not Atlanta. 
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sent.102  The organization selects clients through an intensive and extensive process of 
data collection, client meetings, and internal review. 

The process begins when potential clients, or representatives for them (such as 
family members, friends, etc.), contact the organization and provide the bare facts of 
the situation.103  Such facts usually include a brief description of the charge, the poten-
tial client’s bond status, whether she is on probation or otherwise being held and for 
what charges.  At this initial stage GJP usually rejects cases from outside the Atlanta 
metropolitan area, cases that involve only traffic charges, or cases in which it appears 
the person can afford a private attorney.104  The organization also has a general policy 
of not representing defendants on charges relating to domestic violence, child abuse, 
rape, or large-scale drug trafficking.105  Finally, the stage of the person’s case gener-
ally affects the decision to consider a potential client.  If the case has already pro-
ceeded past indictment or is already on the trial calendar, GJP usually will not accept 
it.106   

If the case passes this initial screening, further information is collected, including 
identifying information, such as names and aliases, addresses, and social security 
numbers, as well as information about the arresting agency, the specific court in-
volved, the next court appearance and purpose.107 

As an aside, if GJP decides at this early stage—prior to the social selection criteria 
being examined—that it is advisable to provide preliminary legal assistance, such as 
appearing at hearings or obtaining bond, the potential client must sign a preliminary 
contract with the organization.  This contract specifies that the organization is not 
agreeing to more extensive representation until the review and selection process is 
completed. 

Once the introductory information is collected, the case passes through an early 
review by the GJP staff.  A six-page form108 guides a more extended personal inter-
 

 102. Ammar admits that this is a luxury afforded to this organization. Ammar & Downey, supra note 73, at 
54. However, it should be noted that GJP does not shy away from serious felonies and controversial cases. For 
example, GJP has represented a number of people accused of murder. 
 103. Most clients “are referred by former clients, word of mouth, or by other social service agencies.” Id. 
The various public defender offices in metropolitan Atlanta have also contacted GJP to request representation 
for clients originally assigned to them. See, e.g., id. at 67. 
 104. Id. at 54 (those referred cannot afford an attorney; GJP is the only organization other than the public 
defender to provide indigent defense in Atlanta’s court system). 
 105. George Justice Project, GJP Legal Services, at http://www.gjp.org/legal.html (last visited Nov. 5, 
2004). Cases involving sexual assault are not pursued “because we are unwilling to employ defense tactics that 
are tantamount to ‘attacking the victim,’ and drug trafficking cases would be too burdensome on the agency’s 
staff and resources because of their complex and multi-jurisdictional nature.”  Ammar & Downey, supra note 
57, at 54 n.9. James Bonta, who evaluated the program “Restorative Resolutions,” noted that this program did 
not accept “offenders charged with sexual assaults, gang violence, drug offenses, and domestic violence.” Bonta 
et al, supra note 66, at 323. Thus, it is clear that one advantage such programs have is the selection of the cases 
that they will pursue.  However, this also indicates that GJP is not alone in the use of such requirements. 
 106. From the standpoint of zealous representation, GJP prefers to work on cases from the outset of prose-
cution, while evidence is fresh and when there is the maximum amount of time for investigation and research.  
GJP staff also wants as much time as possible to develop their relationship with the client and to initiate a proc-
ess of rebuilding client lives before a case comes to a point of resolution either through plea negotiation or trial. 
 107. The information gathered in this initial screening process is gathered using a form referenced as a 
“two-pager” by GJP staff (copy on file with authors). 
 108. This form is referred to by GJP staff as “the six-pager” (copy on file with authors). 
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view of the defendant, which often takes place in jail.  The legal information collected 
includes the defendant’s personal data; detailed information on the charge; the defen-
dant’s account of incidents leading to the charge, a summary of the defendant’s crimi-
nal history, both adult and juvenile; and current probation or parole status.  Prelimi-
nary personal information is also gathered, including educational background, military 
service, employment history or source of income information, and medical and mental 
health history. 

An important step of this particular interview is the description of the GJP that the 
interviewer provides to the defendant.  Specifically, the GJP mission109 is shared with 
the defendant, and the selection process is explained within the context of that mis-
sion, with an emphasis on the idea that GJP works with clients who are committed to 
rebuilding their own lives.  Defendants are informed that while there is no monetary 
payment for the legal services rendered, if they are accepted as GJP clients they will 
be undertaking obligations that will be worked out between them and GJP through the 
social service part of the case review process. 

The information from this interview is verified through calling the courts, collect-
ing arrest and conviction records, reviewing police reports, and obtaining information 
from the current defense attorney, if there is one, and the prosecutor’s office.  Often 
these information-gathering pursuits will uncover additional charges that the potential 
client faces, some of which the defendant did not know about. 

The attorneys at GJP review the information collected in the interview along with 
the collected follow-up information and usually meet personally with the defendant if 
they have not already done so.  The attorneys consider the degree to which a “quality” 
defense will enhance a positive outcome for the potential client.  (A “quality” defense 
includes contacting witnesses, filing motions, and considerable levels of investigation 
that a public defenders’ office likely will not have time to pursue.)  Because the or-
ganization is concerned not only with winning cases, but also about the client as a per-
son, the staff also considers all these case aspects in the context of the stakes faced by 
the client.  In other words, it considers the magnitude of the charge not only in a legal 
sense, but its impact on the life of the client as a whole.110  If at that point the attorneys 
are interested in representing the client, or if they want to gather more information, the 
next step of the assessment process moves to the social services unit.  As a general 
rule, if the organization commits to represent a client, the attorneys will work on all 
criminal cases affecting the client, even those uncovered as a result of the legal as-
sessment.  The goal of GJP is that its clients leave with a legally “clean slate.” 

 

 109. The Mission Statement is stated on the six-pager: “The Georgia Justice Project’s Mission is to ensure 
justice for the indigent criminally accused and assist them in establishing crime-free lives as productive citizens.  
GJP’s unique holistic approach combines social services with legal representation.” 
 110. In a personal communication, Julie Smith  noted that they [GJP] consider if it is “a case in which the 
stakes are high for the client,” noting that this “may be from either end of the spectrum—from a first offender 
who has a good chance at having their good record preserved or a serious offender (murder) for whom a good 
defense is critical.” E-mail from Julie Smith, Director of Social Services, Georgia Justice Project, to Brenda 
Blackwell, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Criminal Justice, Georgia State University (Dec. 12, 2003) (on file 
with author Blackwell). 
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The third and final stage of the review process is the completion of a social service 
assessment.  It is at this stage that the defendant’s contextual information and desire to 
change is most closely assessed.  As Ammar notes, “[t]he focus has been to accept cli-
ents who are willing to make a serious commitment to changing their lives.  This helps 
to ensure that they move beyond the social, emotional, and personal challenges that 
may have contributed to their legal problems.”111  In very real terms, then, the social 
service assessment becomes the heart of the client’s relationship with GJP.  The social 
service assessment includes a meeting of the social service staff with the defendant 
that involves an in-depth assessment of his social history: The interview form guides 
the interviewer to gather information on the social context of the offense, including 
family issues, his social support system, employment history and status, educational 
background, and any physical or mental health issues that he faces.  If appropriate, the 
social worker gathers information on the defendant’s medical background, including 
history and current use of drugs and alcohol, as well as prior treatment for substance 
abuse.  The social service staff asks the defendant about significant people in his life 
and what the dynamics of his home were like while he was growing up.  In addition, 
the assessment involves an attempt to determine who the defendant has as personal 
and other support providers (such as friends, religious leaders, and other community 
or public agencies). 

The social service staff also discusses the offense or offenses for which the poten-
tial client is charged.  The direction of this discussion, in contrast to that in the legal 
assessment, is designed to find out the defendant’s perception of whether she feels 
some responsibility in the incidents giving rise to the alleged offense, even if she may 
not consider herself guilty.112  This may include discussions about use of drugs or al-
cohol and whether such use affected the defendant’s emotional state at the time of the 
offense. 

Finally, the social worker discusses with the defendant the kinds of services GJP 
provides, both internally and as referrals to other programs, and asks for the defen-
dant’s personal assessment of how GJP can help her in her life. 

In sum, the social service assessment is designed to aid the social service staff in 
evaluating “the client’s strengths, needs, and goals in light of [his or her] current legal 
situation.”113  The final decision to take a case usually turns on an overall picture of 
whether the defendant needs to change his life, the extent to which he is committed to 
doing what it takes to make those changes, and the degree to which GJP can assist in 
that transformation, both in a legal context and in all the other aspects of his life. 

After gathering the information from the social service assessment, a final deci-
sion is made by the staff at GJP to accept or decline representing the potential client.  
If the client and the organization agree to pursue a relationship, a two-step process, 
punctuated by different contracts, is initiated. 

 

 111. Ammar & Downey, supra note 57, at 54. 
 112. Probes used to encourage this discussion including asking the defendants how they came to be placed 
in the situation, what mistakes they made, what choices they would make differently and how, as well as about 
their emotional state at the time. 
 113. Ammar & Downey, supra note  57, at 54-55. 
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2. The Role of Contracts 
The first step in developing the client relationship is often a “probationary client 

contract.”  This contract represents a “contingent agreement” between the two parties 
for a specified period.114  During this period, the client typically agrees to meet with a 
GJP counselor on a weekly basis to establish goals toward which the client will work 
and to complete assignments given by the GJP counselor.  If, for example, substance 
abuse is an issue, the contract may specify steps to be taken toward a treatment or re-
lapse-prevention plan as well as random alcohol and drug testing.115  It is not uncom-
mon for clients to enter residential drug treatment programs at this point, often as a 
condition of pre-trial release negotiated by GJP with the prosecutor and judge.  The 
client and GJP also delineate the exact charges the organization will be pursuing on 
the client’s behalf.  If clients do not follow through with the commitments they have 
made to GJP and themselves, the probationary contract can be terminated.116  For cli-
ents who make a good faith start on the plan for rebuilding their lives, the result is the 
beginning of a “long-lasting, redemptive” relationship, marked by signing a “full” 
contract.117  The contract contains the following language: “As part of the goal of the 
Georgia Justice Project to assist the client in establishing a crime free and productive 
life, the client agrees to adhere to the following recommendations.”118 

In this way the structure of the process toward representation hinges on the social 
service element of GJP’s workings.  And it is the social service aspect of GJP that, 
combined with the legal representation, provides the entrance of restorative justice 
into the legal model employed by the organization. 

3. The Multidisciplinary Approach 
While some conventional public defender offices also employ social workers,119 

the integration of legal and social work processes at GJP is distinctive.  The approach 
taken by GJP can be called multidisciplinary in many ways.  The GJP lawyers differ 
from the traditional public defender model by taking a small number of clients, not 
only to provide high-quality legal representation, but also to develop relationships 
with their clients as people.  Meanwhile, the social service unit of GJP does not limit 

 

 114. For some cases GJP in conjunction with the client develops a written set of ‘goals’ instead of a more 
formal contract.  E-mail from Julie Smith, Director of Social Services, Georgia Justice Project, to Clark Cun-
ningham, Georgia State University, College of Law, W. Lee Burge Professor of Law & Ethics (November 2, 
2004) (on file with author Cunningham). 
 115. These requirements are stated on the “Georgia Justice Project Probationary Client Contract” form.  If 
the client is incarcerated, the requirements will be different. Georgia Justice Project, GJP Social Services, at 
http://www/gjp.org/social.html (last visited Dec. 13, 2003). 
 116. See Ammar & Downey, supra note 57, at 54-55.  See also Patrick Jonsson. Lawyers Defend Poor – If 
they Mend Their Ways, CHRISTIAN SCI. MONITOR, Jan. 23, 2002, at 1. 
 117. Ammar & Downey, supra note 57, at 55. 
 118. Quote taken from Georgia Justice Project “Full Client Contract” form. 
 119. See, e.g., CAROL J. DEFRANCES & MARIKA F.X. LITRAS, BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS, U.S. DEP’T 
OF JUSTICE, NATIONAL SURVEY OF INDIGENT DEFENSE SYSTEMS, 1999: INDIGENT DEFENSE SERVICES IN 
LARGE COUNTIES, 1999, NCJ 184932 (Nov. 2002), available at 
http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/pub/pdf/idslc99.pdf (last visited 11/07/2004).  This report notes that public de-
fender programs are more likely to have social service funding than other programs for indigent defense, yet not 
all public defender programs have such services available.  Id. at 4. 
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its influence to any particular facet of a client’s life.  It is the breadth and depth of the 
relationships a client forms within the organization that provide for an experience 
Ammar refers to as “transformative.”120 

Ammar observes that “[b]y providing quality and caring representation[,] . . . we 
are reversing the way legal services have traditionally been provided to the poor.  We 
make sure that our representation is both thorough and personal, involving the client 
in all stages of the representation.”121  Forming such a relationship grants the attorneys 
the ability, and likely the drive, to secure a more procedurally just process as the cli-
ent’s case proceeds.  It is also through these relationships that the attorneys provide 
building blocks for the creation of “community,” another cornerstone of restorative 
justice. 

The social service unit of GJP is also imperative to the formation of “community” 
in a restorative justice sense, and in this realm the multidisciplinary aspect of GJP is 
apparent.  The social service unit provides comprehensive case management122 for 
GJP clients.  Its initial assessment is a key aspect of the social service component of 
GJP because it lays the foundation for idenitifying the client’s needs and the services 
that GJP will provide, as well as the referrals that GJP will make to external sources.  
These services and referrals range from a need for housing to individual and group 
counseling, from drug and alcohol treatment to employment.  The social service unit 
works closely with the client to provide an arena in which the client can change. 

This unit also provides useful information and, sometimes, solutions for the attor-
neys in the legal case being pursued.  This multidisciplinary approach, combining the 
legal with the social, has, according to Ammar, attracted the attention of many local 
judges: 

It is not uncommon for a judge to release clients to our custody with the agreement that they 
seek treatment for their substance abuse, educational, or mental health issues.  [The] imple-
mentati[on] [of] the social services plan often helps clients avoid a prison sentence, but not 
always.  Members of the bench often want to keep offenders out of prison if it does not seem 
that prison will be the best option for them.  This willingness on the part of the judiciary 
makes a restorative justice framework possible.”123 

Finally, the key element of GJP’s approach—that of forming relationships with its 
clients—is not limited to the duration of the legal case.  Clients often volunteer at GJP 
for a period of time.  In addition, the organization hosts a monthly “family” dinner for 
their clients and former clients.  The staff at GJP take the creation of “community” to 
heart, and these relationships tend to stand the test of time.  When clients do not re-
ceive a sentence involving incarceration, the organization continues to work with them 
to achieve their goals, opening the door for counseling and additional referrals as 
needed, as well as continuing education classes and, sometimes, even employment 
 

 120. Ammar & Downey, supra note 57, at 55. 
 121. Id. 
 122. In Generalist Case Management: A Method of Human Service Delivery, case management is described 
as “a creative and collaborative process, involving skills in assessment, consulting, teaching, modeling, and ad-
vocacy that aim to enhance the optimum social functioning of the client served. . . . [I]t includes the dual role of 
coordinating and providing direct service.”  MARIANNE WOODSIDE & TRICIA MCCLAM, GENERALIST CASE 
MANAGEMENT: A METHOD OF HUMAN SERVICE DELIVERY 4 (2nd ed. 2003). 
 123. Ammar & Downey, supra note 57, at 56. 
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with GJP’s landscaping business.  If a client is incarcerated, the organization neverthe-
less continues its relationship with the client, albeit in different ways.  The GJP staff 
visits,124 writes letters, and accepts collect calls, thus providing a solid community to 
which the client can return.  The organization goes a step further to “provide emo-
tional support for [the] family,” which may include driving family members to visit 
the client, talking with family members, providing emotional support, or securing a 
spot at summer camp for the client’s children.  These contacts are constant, so the cli-
ents are consistently reminded of the community they have joined. 

Upon the release of an incarcerated client, social services continue with coordinat-
ing needed services (such as finding a home, medical care, etc.) and providing them 
(such as individual and group counseling and education).  The organization’s land-
scaping business exists in large part to provide the key first job for persons released 
from prison. 

D. Outcomes 

In 2001, GJP conducted a recidivism study125 of the forty-eight persons considered 
“full clients” represented in 1996.126  Of these, GJP obtained criminal history records 
for forty-four clients from the Georgia Criminal Information Center (GCIC, operated 
by the Georgia Bureau of Investigation), which revealed that only eight had been con-
victed of a new crime127 during the period of 1997-2000. 

In 2003, GJP studied case outcomes for 2000, 2001, 2002 and the first eight 
months of 2003.128  In none of these periods was incarceration the outcome for more 
than eight percent of cases.  GJP contrasts this outcome with data showing a typical 
incarceration rate in excess of seventy percent for urban public defender offices.129  
This difference is not attributable to a higher rate of acquittals; the acquittal rate for 
GJP was very small, as it was for the comparison group.130  GJP did achieve an out-
right dismissal about twice as often.131  However, the outcome of negotiated pleas was 
equally important.  Pleas negotiated by GJP clients are much less likely to result in in-
carceration than those negotiated by the comparison group of urban public defenders.  
However, as discussed in the conclusion, determining the causes of these differences 
in outcome—both in terms of recidivism and rates of incarceration—is complex. 

 

 124. The full-time JVC volunteer regularly visits the clients who are incarcerated. Other staff may visit 
them as well. 
 125. Summary of Recidivism Study (n.d.) (copy on file with authors). 
 126. GJP accepted 52 clients during 1996 but terminated four for non-compliance with their GJP contract. 
 127. GJP did not count as a new crime conviction any probation violation or traffic violation. 
 128. Georgia Justice Project, Caseload Tracking 2001-2003 (unpublished, on file with authors). 
 129. Public defender offices in the 75 largest counties in the United States had an average incarceration rate 
of 71.3%  for 1996.  CAROLINE W. HARLOW, BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS, U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, 
DEFENSE COUNSEL IN CRIMINAL CASES 2 tbl.11, NCJ 179023 (Nov. 2000), at 
http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/pub/pdf/dccc.pdf (last visited Sept. 9, 2004). 
 130. The GJP acquittal rate ranged from 2.7% to 1.7%, supra note 128, as compared to 1.3% for the urban 
public defender offices, supra note 129 at 6 (tbl.10). 
 131. The urban public defender offices had an average dismissal rate of 23%, supra note 129, at 6 (tbl.10); 
the GJP dismissal rate ranged from 45.8% to 52%, supra note 128. 
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IV 

CONCLUSION 

This symposium issue originated in the Fourth Annual Public Law Conference, 
hosted by Duke Law School in December 2002.  The conference was organized 
around the question whether there were distinctive “progressive and conservative” 
versions of the Constitution and other legal systems.  A very early version of this arti-
cle was presented at a panel on criminal justice.  Also participating on that panel was 
Louis Michael Seidman, who identified himself as a “criminal justice progressive” but 
went on to offer a concise and trenchant critique of seven different progressive models 
of criminal justice.  When he was done, he offered the following observation: 

So what in the end [does the left have] to say about crime and justice?  The answer is, I am 
afraid, not much. . . .  Still, there is one thing to say in defense of the left. . . .  The left is not 
the right. . . .  True, there’s not much left of the left, but neither is there much right about the 
right.132 

Public discourse about whether to spend more resources on the lower criminal 
courts, particularly on indigent defense, do tend to get stuck on “left v. right” distinc-
tions—opposing the rights of defendants on the one hand against concerns for public 
safety and for limiting government spending on the other.  At the December 2002 
panel, author Cunningham suggested one way to transcend these distinctions by pos-
ing a kind of “thought experiment”: “What if spending more money on indigent de-
fense ended up saving taxpayer dollars and made communities safer?”  The Lawyers 
at Bail Project in Baltimore133 and the misdemeanor release programs in San Fran-
cisco134 have both proven that making pretrial procedures less punitive by reducing 
pretrial incarceration can produce significant government savings.135  These savings 
were not offset by one form of short-term costs, in that defendants released from jail 
through these programs had an excellent rate of appearing for subsequent court ap-
pearances in the pending case.  The cost-benefit ratio sufficiently impressed the sheriff 
of San Francisco that, when the initial foundation support ended, he took over funding 
the misdemeanor release programs out of the jail budget.136 

But what about the concern for public safety?  It seems that even some proponents 
of increased spending on indigent defense take as a given that better indigent defense 
means less public safety.  For example, one newspaper in Georgia published an edito-
rial under the headline, Save Indigent Defense, that offered the following argument 
against a proposal then circulating in the state legislature for election of public de-
fenders: “What incentives do voters have to elect competent public defenders?  Dis-
trict attorneys run on their records of successful prosecutions—putting bad guys be-
hind bars.  What would a good public defender run on?  A record of keeping bad guys 
on the streets?”137 

 

 132. Louis Michael Seidman, Left Out, 67 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 23, 31-32 (Summer 2004). 
 133. See supra notes 33-37, supra, and accompanying text. 
 134. See supra notes 38-51, supra, and accompanying text. 
 135. Colbert et al, supra note 30, at 1722-23; http://cjcj.org/pubs/hrp/hrp.html (last visited Nov. 7, 2004). 
 136. Cunningham interview with Michael Hennessey, Sheriff, San Francisco, CA on Sept. 3, 2002. 
 137. Save Indigent Defense, AUGUSTA CHRONICLE (GEORGIA), Feb. 27, 2003, at A04. 
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The work of the Georgia Justice Project seems to indicate it is possible to provide 
meaningful, indeed comprehensive, justice to criminal defendants while at the same 
time making “the streets safer.”  However, GJP has not yet produced analytic reports 
that address the following key issues: First, to what extent could their distinctive out-
comes be attributable to different inputs?  Could it be that because of GJP’s unique 
procedures for selecting clients, its clients are inherently less likely to engage in re-
cidivism?  Second, which of GJP’s many innovative approaches contributes most sig-
nificantly to better outcomes?  Third, what is the cost-benefit ratio of GJP’s approach?  
How much more does it cost per client to produce a better outcome than for the per-
sons in the comparison groups? 

Fortuitously, at the time the authors began their study of GJP, the organization had 
already decided to give high priority to the creation of a sophisticated database to re-
cord much of the information collected about clients at point of intake as well as to 
track case activities and outcomes.  Such a database would make possible much of the 
analysis needed to address these questions.  Cunningham offered to use research funds 
at his disposal to assist GJP in designing its database so that it would not only meet its 
case management and reporting needs but also provide a rich and reliable source of 
data for empirical research.  GJP accepted this offer, and Blackwell agreed to be a 
consultant for the database design and implementation. 

Although the process of developing the database is ongoing it has revealed a num-
ber of issues of general application.  The evaluation of programs based on restorative 
justice principles such as GJP raises several questions that must be considered in de-
signing a data collection instrument.  Indeed, as pointed out by James Bonta and col-
leagues,138 to-date evaluations of restorative justice programs are vastly different in 
their presentation, ranging from “descriptions of program processes and anecdotal ac-
counts of their value to more sophisticated experimental evaluation.” 139  Such evalua-
tions also note a problem with evaluations of restorative justice programs to date is the 
lack of reliance on recidivism as an outcome.140   As with evaluations of other criminal 
justice programs, these need to control for both legal variables—offense seriousness, 
criminal history, aggravating and mitigating circumstances, and the sociodemographic 
characteristics of offenders and victims, such as sex, race, class, and age. Controlling 
for these factors is particularly important for an evaluation of GJP given GJP’s selec-
tion process, one which raises concerns about selection effects when the recidivism 
rates of GJP clients are compared with those of other offenders. 

The goal of database design to this point has been to ensure that the data an 
agency like GJP collects is compatible with that on similar offenders collected by 
other agencies.  Variables included in reports of recidivism rates for comparable of-
fenders in Georgia are being collected using the data that GJP has at hand. 

Finally, measures of outcome should capture the “goal” of the agency.  While 
Bonta argues that recidivism should be viewed as an outcome, the risk is that other 

 

 138. Bonta et al., supra note 66. 
 139. Id. at 320. 
 140. Id. at 321. 
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important elements of restorative justice that are the focus of the program may be left 
out.  This would occur at a great cost to the discussion surrounding the value of a pro-
gram such as GJP.  Hence, an important consideration in the design of the database is 
the need to include multiple measures to tap the different outcomes sought by the pro-
grams implemented for clients.  For example, the database is being designed to cap-
ture not only the recidivism rates for the clients served by GJP, but also to look at the 
outcomes produced by the legal team.  For an adequate evaluation of GJP, the data 
must include measures that look at the range of possible outcomes, from findings of 
guilt or innocence and all that may fall between, including, in some cases, the lighter 
sentence sought by the legal staff, rather than exoneration.  The data must capture 
these nuances in order to provide a meaningful context for evaluation of success.  Fi-
nally, the data should also consider the social service outcomes.  The feature of GJP 
that sets it so far apart from public defender offices is the degree to which the organi-
zation services “the whole client.”  This is the framework under which relationships, 
and ultimately “community,” are built at GJP.  The degree to which this community 
exists, with continued contact and continued “life” success in the larger community 
must also be measured.141 

If the punishment is taken out of the process, and the processes of criminal justice 
become effective at restoration—and if rigorous empirical research might show that a 
restorative process costs less money and produces greater public safety—that would 
be a result both the “left” and the “right” (and everyone in between) would embrace. 

 

 141. These have been the foci of the development of the database for GJP. However, with the growth of 
GJP over the past few years, the database is being designed to serve not only as a source of information for 
evaluation efforts, but also as a tool for the staff to use on a daily basis. 
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